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ABSTRACT
The following document provides insight into the uncharted process of producing a
micro-budget feature length film. This paper aims to document my growth as an artist in terms
of storytelling and filmmaking as well as the development and production process. Red Tide: A
Feature Length Motion Picture includes elements from each phase of the production process,
from story and script development to marketing and distribution. This document reflects on the
obstacles we faced and the solutions we implemented during the process of creating a feature
length motion picture on an undersized budget.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Filmmaker Statement

Introduction
My intentions for Red Tide were to create a feature length film within the academic
parameters set by the University of Central Florida Film Department while also telling a personal
story that would have current social value. Under the guidelines of the University, the film was
to be made with limited financial resources. I began to shape the project to fit this parameter
early in the development process. This statement details the methods used to produce a feature
length film with a micro-budget, addressing the financial, artistic, and logistical problems
encountered and the solutions implemented.

Development
When faced with the task of producing a feature film in 2006, I aimed to find story
material and establish a motion picture production company. Looking for material to develop, I
had several key characteristics in mind. First, the story should be suitable to tell on a limited
budget. It was obvious that we could not rely on an effects-driven film or a film that required
high-production value to entertain. I decided that because we would not have production value
to help keep the audience occupied, we would need to focus on telling a well-crafted and
engaging story. We would avoid production until we had the story in good shape.
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Because of this philosophy, our development process was extended. However, we feel in
retrospect that it was a valuable use of the time.
While crafting the story, I attempted to include resources that were easily and cheaply
accessible. I decided to set the film locally, in the Central Florida region. I started scouting
locations before we finished the screenplay. These locations helped to shape the story. Next, I
started working with my production designer to develop the look of the film. Given our
parameters, we decided to set our story in a proletariat environment. This allowed for lower
production design costs in terms of costumes, locations, property, vehicles, make-up, etc. We
used locations with lower rent, shopped at thrift stores for costumes and props, and took
advantage of possessions that the cast and crew already owned. This proved to be very
advantageous and significantly lowered the art department cost. Artistically, it gave us a realistic
and gritty backdrop for our characters. In addition, I wanted to keep the number of characters
limited. This would lower the cost of salary, minimize the cost of amenities for the cast, and
reduce scheduling conflicts. This financial decision also helped to shape the story. During the
development process, it was also necessary to establish a production company. In 2006, James
Mitchell and I began to discuss the possibility. James had a script that he was interested in
producing; however, the concept was too ambitious. James decided to join my efforts to develop
a story tailored to address the UCF parameters, and we formed Long Shot Pictures, LLC. We
designed a company image and secured a web presence. As producer, James secured $10,000 in
funds within one year.
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Over the next few years, we worked through several story concepts with various
screenwriters, but we remained uncertain of the story. James Henderson agreed to help pen our
story into its final design. After sharing with him our intentions, he went to work on the
screenplay. Three months later, we decided that to produce his first draft. The screenplay was
purchased, and the pre-production process began.

Preproduction
Our preproduction start was not defined by a specific date. Many of the traditional
preproduction tasks had already begun to be addressed during the development period.
Specifically, most of the pre-visualization had already taken place. However, the cast was still
undecided, and we needed to finalize locations and crew.
Casting was our first preproduction task. We had budgeted to allow for the use of Screen
Actors Guild (SAG) actors in our film under the SAG Ultra-Low Budget agreement, which
stipulates a minimum daily rate of $100 plus fringes (and per diem if the actor is out of town).
We sent out a wide casting call to local agencies and to agencies in New York, Los Angeles, and
Nashville. We also utilized online casting call resources such as Green Room Orlando, The
Florida Blue Sheet, IMDB Pro, as well as our official movie homepage. Casting was held over
several months. Eventually, we found several candidates for the roles. Our guiding principle
was to cast each character, not look for talented actors. Of course, these selections did not come
without obstacles. Our first choice for lead actor had previous commitments, so we went to our
second choice. In retrospect, perhaps our second choice should have been our first. The
3

performers who where offered roles turned out to be non-SAG; this did not change our budgeted
daily rate but did ease our accommodation and scheduling requirements. We also made a
conscious decision not to over-prepare our actors. This may have gone against conventional
wisdom given our strict schedule. However, we wanted to keep the scenes and performances
fresh.
Simultaneously, we began finalizing our production crew. We asked for the assistance of
Ralph Clemente, the Film Program Director at Valencia Community College. Valencia has a topnotch production program and a wealth of equipment and gear; in addition, the current class had
just finished working on a feature. Clemente is a well-known filmmaker whose work has
mainly been completed in Florida. Since Red Tide was a Florida-themed film, I felt that he
might be interested. Clemente agreed to serve us as long as we provided professional keys to
lead each department. With some suggestions from Clemente, we hired a cinematographer,
gaffer, key grip, assistant director, and production audio engineer. Our team had already
included a production designer, production manager, and various producers and interns. With an
agreement in place with Valencia, we began to interview and place students into the appropriate
departments.
In addition to the help that we received from Valencia, other needs were also required that
they could not satisfy. As an Associate Course Director at Full Sail University, I requested the
use of the school’s back lot to fulfill some of our minor location needs. The relationship with
Full Sail University also proved to be valuable during our postproduction phase, as the university
has one of the most refined postproduction facilities in the world, especially in terms of sound.
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During scheduling, one of our most daunting tasks was to figure out the logistics of our
travel days in Tarpon Springs, Florida, where the fictional story took place. We decided to shoot
all of the necessary exteriors and environmental shoots there and the interiors in Orlando. This
would require at least six days in Tarpon Springs, which created a tight schedule. We reviewed
our scenes and selected additional scenes that could be shot in Orlando if needed. For additional
savings, we scheduled a crew half the size during travel. This could have been a dangerous
choice; however, we accomplished our goals with organization, long days, and a bit of luck.
Another choice made in preproduction that proved beneficial was our early embrace of
the community. We had been working with the St. Petersburg/Clearwater film commission for
about a year and had made several trips to the community visiting with local patrons, business
owners, and officials. The community knew exactly what to expect when we occupied their
town for a week, and they greeted us with open arms. The local media also was informed and
served us well. We had a print article run in the St. Petersburg Times as well as a report on Bay
News Channel 9. Also local author, consultant, and spiritual speaker Trinda Latherow caught
wind of our project and requested an interview with me for her Pieces of the Puzzle book series.

Production
Everything done in preproduction was designed to make production as inexpensive and
seamless as possible. However, I did not want the cost savings to be evident on screen, so I also
considered the film’s artistic integrity.
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Digital equipment made possible a level of quality that would have been unachievable
with our budget. Digital equipment is typically more compact and portable. This allowed us to
use smaller cameras and sound crews and reduce the cost of transportation and storage.
Furthermore, digital equipment is more tolerant of varying environmental changes, and much of
Red Tide was shot outside and near water. Digital capture also helped to streamline workflow.
The traditional stage of processing could be avoided as well as the delay of shipping. Another
advantage is the speed of the digital process. We could review our footage immediately and
determine if it was satisfactory before continuing. Another advantage of digital capture is the
cost of scene coverage. With celluloid, each second of film can cost hundreds of dollars. With
the use of digital equipment, one can essentially shoot as much as possible without the additional
cost of celluloid and processing.
Our production was scheduled over 24 days with 5- and 6-day alternating weeks. Our
first six days took place in Tarpon Springs, and the remainder of the shoot was completed in
Orlando. As stated previously, our Tarpon Springs crew was minimized for cost. I did not
schedule more than four pages per day. Because time was expensive in Tarpon Springs, it was
important to be as efficient as possible. We had a minimalist approach throughout the production
design process and used as many natural locations as possible, thus reducing the work for the art
department.
Most importantly, we strived to maintain a positive and enjoyable environment on set.
We knew that our cast and crew did not have the best travel accommodations while traveling and
recognized that our key crewmembers and cast were being paid under scale (our student crew
6

was not paid at all). We aimed to recognize each person as an important asset and collaborator
on the project. We treated people fairly by paying those who earned a salary under the mostfavored nations theory. Meals and craft services were readily available and of high quality. By
keeping positive vibes on set and supporting our crew and cast even through mistakes and
hardships, we succeeded in motivating our cast and crew to perform at their best.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE PICTURE

Figure 1. Alex Nikoladis’s (Adrian Mancinelli) first day back home staying at his brother’s
house. (Scene 7)

Figure 2. John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) confronts Alex Nikoladis (Adrian Mancinelli) as he
arrives home from working on the boat. John is under the assumption that the house has been
burglarized while Alex was away. (Scene 23)
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Figure 3. Alex Nikoladis (Adrian Mancinelli) asks a “Lone Greek Man” (Ronald Woodard) for a
job at the sponge docks. (Scene 31)

Figure 4. Alex Nikoladis (Adrian Mancinelli) works on his dead Father’s dry docked boat.
(Scene 56)
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Figure 5. John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) tells Alex Nikoladis (Adrian Mancinelli) that he
owes more money toward the boat then he originally revealed, but that he also has a plan.
(Scene 66)

Figure 6. John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) tells Alex Nikoladis (Adrian Mancinelli) that Harry
the local drug lord, who he owe money to, wants to kill him and bury him in a hole. (Scene 70)
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Figure 7. (page 10) John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) petitions for Alex Nikoladis’s
(Adrian Mancinelli) help after lying to Alex about Harry wanting to kill him. (Scene 70)

Figure 8. Allison McKinney (Michele Feren) reflects for her mother’s house after Alex and her
intervene into John’s drug addiction. (Scene 78)
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Figure 9. John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) sleeps in the shed that his brother locked him into in
an effort to help John kick his drug addiction. (Scene 81)

Figure 10. Alex Nikoladis (Adrian Mancinelli), John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) and Allison
McKinney (Michele Feren) eat dinner at a local café. (Scene 95)
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Figure 11. John Nikoladis (Josue Gutierrez) leaves Harry’s house in critical condition after
confronting Harry and being shot. (Scene 103)

Figure 12. Local Greek sponge diver (Sakellarios Zagorianos) greets Alex Nikoladis (off
camera). (Scene 116)
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Figure 13. Red Tide Art One Sheet V2. (3/9/10)
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH MATERIALS
Screenplay
The following screenplay includes production scene numbers (circle) and the original script page
number at the top right of every page (square). Below is an example:
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Marketing Plan & Sales Strategy
Long Shot Pictures has assembled a team of experienced professionals to market and sell
films. Without name talent, distribution will be difficult but it is far from impossible. Product, Price,
Place, and Promotion are marketing variables, which our company plans to control, and we will set
these variables in such a way that sales will take place. In defining our marketing mix, we will clearly
differentiate our films from those of our competitors. For example, our company will offer high
quality, full-length feature films produced at low-cost; our competitors are primarily offering lowbudget short films of average caliber.
The filmmakers have many years of feature film distribution knowledge and know how
competitive the market actually is. Therefore, the marketing and distribution team will follow a
multi-pronged approach via this initial plan to obtain market share:
1. Set up special screenings for U.S. distributors that have offered to distribute past films,
while always seeking an advance (money up-front).
2. Screen the films for studios and major U.S. distributors (look for early interest by the big
companies).
3. Show advanced screenings of the films at the major international film fest markets to
specific buyers on a short list of distributors with whom we have an established
relationship.
4. Connect with past international contacts (Cannes, Milan etc.), while making new ones
from our directories, relative to our target markets.
5. Take the film to U.S. markets and show that we have international interest.
6. Then screening the film at targeted festivals and:
7. Use our established Producer Rep who has garnered us offers in the past.
Distribution for such low budget features is very attainable. Upon accepting a distribution
offer from a distributor, the “film” could be submitted to one or more major film festivals as a presold exhibition feature film.
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Festival exposure of this type is an excellent marketing and publicity environment and the
Company should be well positioned to take full advantage of such opportunities.
We have moneys set aside in budget for fully marketing the film to other distributors, both in
the U.S. and internationally. Similar to how most deals in this industry occur, we will reach
distributors by traveling directly to them and giving them private screenings.
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Festival Strategy
Long Shot Pictures | Festival Strategy & Research Guide | Red Tide

Tier 1 (September 2010 – June 2012)
Estimated Festival Fees Tier 1 = $285.00

Sundance Film Festival
Utah | January
Founded | 1978
Deadline | September
Fees | US$25.00-50.00 depending on category
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, comopt (separate soundtracks not acceptable. Features
must be over 70 minutes and documentaries over 50 minutes. Films must have been
completed during the 15 months before festival
Categories | Features, documentary, world cinema. Shorts (non-competitive)
Sundance is the largest independent cinema festival in the U.S. Held in January in Park
City, Salt Lake City, and Ogden, Utah as well as at the Sundance Resort, the festival is
the premier showcase for new work from American and international independent
filmmakers. The festival comprises competitive sections for American and international
dramatic and documentary films, and a group of non-competitive showcase sections,
including the Sundance Online Film Festival. The festival has changed over the
decades from a low-profile venue for small-budget, independent creators from outside
the Hollywood system to a media extravaganza for Hollywood celebrity actors, directors
from studios that are subsidiaries of the major studios, paparazzi, and luxury-goods
company sponsors giving gifts to the attendees. In recent years the festival has strived
to distance itself from these distractions, and in 2007 handed out buttons to all filmmakers
that read, "Focus on Film."
Berlin International Film Festival
Germany | Berlin | February
Founded | 1951
Deadlines | November
Fees | €125 for features
Requirements | 35mm, 70mm. Films must have been produced during the 12 months
before festival and must not have been shown in other international festivals. Films in
competition must have German subtitles (this does not apply to selection screenings)
Categories | International competition: features, shorts (up to 15 minutes)
The Berlin International Film Festival ranks alongside Venice and Cannes as Europe's
leading film festival. It is the film festival with most visitors worldwide. It is held annually
in February (in 2007 from 8 February until 18 February) and has been held since 1951.
The jury places special emphasis on representing films from all over the world. The
awards are called the Golden and Silver Bears (the Bear is the symbol of Berlin).
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Cannes International Film Festival
Cannes | France | May (14-25, 2008)
Founded | 1939
Deadline | March
Fees | None
Requirements | 35mm only. Films must have been produced during 12 months before
festival and must not have been shown previously outside the country of origin.
Categories | Competition: feature-length films and shorts; non-competitive section:
“Un Certain Regard”, Out of Competition”, Cinefondation film school section (mediumlength
and short films separate entry
The Cannes International Festival is the premier film festival in the world with a rich
heritage dating back to 1939 when Louis Lumière agreed to be the festivals first
president. Since that time the festival has been hindered by war; then restarted,
canceled due to budgetary problems; restarted again, then stop due to student revolt;
then restarted. . . alright I think you get the point the festival was restarting each time
with more heritage and prestige behind it. The festival has changed its tastes over the
years been has been known for recognizing quality and important films that help to
forward the art of filmmaking.
Telluride Film Festival
USA | Telluride | September
Founded | 1974
Deadline | Student June/ Feature July
Fees | Student $25/ Feature $95.00
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, some video (contact festival). Films must have been
produced within 12 months prior to festival start and features must be American
premières
The first films of Robert Rodriquez, Michael Moore and Billy Bob Thornton debuted
here. Ken Burns broke through with THE CIVIL WAR. This is not a comp. but is great
exposure and prestigious
Deauville Festival of American Films
France | Deauville | September
Founded | 1975
Deadline | June
Fees | None
Requirements | 35mm
Categories | US feature and short films
The Deauville American Film Festival Has been showcasing cinematographic diversity
and has unstintingly bedecked itself in all the finery of American cinema.
Consequently , The festival has changed over the decades from a low-profile venue for
small-budget, independent creators from outside the Hollywood system to a media
extravaganza for Hollywood celebrity actors, directors from studios that are subsidiaries
of the major studios, paparazzi, and luxury-goods company sponsors giving gifts to the
attendees. In recent years the festival has strived to distance itself from these
distractions, and in 2007 handed out buttons to all film-makers that read, "Focus on
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Film." has welcomed a host of stars, actors, scriptwriters, directors and producers who
have devoted their talent and imagination to cinema, amongst them Steven Spielberg,
Clint Eastwood, Tom Hanks, Morgan Freeman , Harrison Ford, Tom Cruise, Sharon
Stone, Julia Roberts, Johnny Depp, and Al Pacino, to name but a few.
Hamptons International Film Festival
USA | New York | October
Founded | 1993
Deadline | June
Fees | contact cara@hamptonsfilmfest.org
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, Beta SP, DVD.
Categories | Features, documentary, shorts
The festival was founded to celebrate American Independent films - long, short, fiction
and documentary - and to introduce a unique and varied spectrum of international films
and filmmakers to audiences. The festival is committed to exhibiting films that express
fresh voices and differing global perspectives, with the hope that these programs will
enlighten audiences, provide invaluable exposure for filmmakers and present inspired
entertainment for all.
Sitges International Film Festival of Catalonia
Spains | Sitges | October
Founded | 1967
Deadline | July
Fees | None
Requirements | All Formats
Categories | Features, shorts, animation experimental. Competitive and retrospective
sections. Competitive sections: animation, fantasy.
SITGES International Film Festival of Catalonia is the number one fantasy film festival
in the world and represents, at the same time, the cultural expression with the most
media impact in Catalonia. With a solid experience, the Sitges Festival is a stimulating
universe of encounters, exhibitions, presentations and screenings of fantasy films from
all over the world.
Born in 1968 as the 1st International Week of Fantasy and Horror Movies, today the
Festival is an essential rendezvous for movie lovers and audiences eager to come into
contact with new tendencies and technologies applied to film and the audiovisual world.
Sitges’ status as the number one fantasy film festival in the world allows it to receive
visits from top-level movie stars, directors and producers. From the long list of people
who, year after year, are a media attraction. The Festival is governed by a Foundation,
made up of representatives from the Sitges Town Council, the Generalitat de Catalunya
(Catalonia’s autonomous government) and other institutions, associations and public
and private companies.
Florida Film Festival
USA | Maitland | March/April
Founded | 1991
Deadline | November/December
Fees | US$ 40 (feature films)
Requirements | Entries must have at least 51% U.S. funding. Running time for all
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Feature Films must be 41 minutes or more and for all Short Films less then 41 minutes.
Formats: 35mm composite print; DigiBeta (preferred video format) or Beta SP (NTSC
only for both); or DVD (Region 1 Standard)
Categories | Features, Documentaries, Shorts
The Florida Film Festival, produced by Enzian Theater in Maitland, Florida, is an annual
international film festival. Showcasing the best American independent and foreign films,
the festival has become one of the most respected regional film events in the United
States.The Florida Film festival is considered on of the "Big 15" in the United States, as
a win here qualifies a film for for Academy Award consideration. The Festival includes
narrative and documentary features and shorts, animation, midnight movies, and a full
array of educational forums, glamorous parties, and other special events. The festival
has also included highly experimental new media works.

Tier 2 (June 2011- June 2012)
Estimated Festival Fees Tier 2 = $445.00

The Victoria Film Festival
Canada | Victoria | February
Founded | 1994
Fees | CDN $10 early, $20 regular
Requirements | 35mm, Beta SP, DBeta, DVD, VHS, DV
Categories | All genres and lengths accepted except commercial and music videos
The Festival’s vision is to establish an annual independent film event in Victoria with a
worldwide reputation that is deeply anchored in the local community and that will
eventually become a milestone in the career of young artists and filmmakers.
Festival producers believe in a Festival that offers high quality films, activities and
events, encourages artistic innovation and creativity, provides access for a broad
audience segment and is committed to cooperation and collaboration with other arts
organizations as well as the business community. Our programs are interactive,
entertaining, enjoyable, educational and good value for the money. Our staff is friendly,
open, proactive and committed to skills development in order to provide high quality
services.
Melbourne International Film Festival
Australia | Melbourne | July/August
Founded | 1951
Deadline | March/April
Fees | A$50 for short film entry, A$60 for feature film entry
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, Beta SP. Entries must have been produced during the 16
months before festival and must not have previously screened in Victoria, Australia.
Categories | Features; documentary; shorts (fiction, animation, experimental, student
production); new media
The Melbourne International Film Festival (MIFF) is an iconic Melbourne event. MIFF
hosts a feast of cinematic delicacies from over 50 countries for nineteen days each
Winter, heavily garnished with a range of parties and special events that cast a
celebratory mood over the city. The Festival enjoys annual admissions of 170,000 180,000, making it one of Melbourne's significant public events.
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Toronto International Film Festival
Canada | Toronto | September
Founded | 1976
Deadline | April/May
Fees | None or $75.00
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm. Entries must have been produced during the 20 months
before festival and must not have been screened commercially in Canada. Entries must
be in their original language with English subtitles
Categories | Features and Canadian shorts. No restrictions. Program includes world
and North American premières, galas, retrospectives, national programs
TIFF, known originally as "The Festival of Festivals", was founded in 1976 at the
Windsor Arms Hotel.[1] It began as a collection of the best films from festivals around
the world. It has since, through consistent investment and promotion by its organizers
and sponsors, grown to become a vital component of Hollywood's marketing machine.
Many notable films have had their global or North American premiere at the Toronto
International Film Festival, including Chariots of Fire, The Big Chill, Husbands and
Wives, Thirty Two Short Films About Glenn Gould, Downfall, American Beauty,
Sideways, and Crash.
Corona Cork Film Festival
Ireland | Cork | October
Founded | 1956
Deadline | June
Fees | None
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, DVD, Beta SP, Digibeta. Short films must not exceed 30
minutes running time and entries must have been produced during two years before
festival deadline.
Categories | Features, shorts, student films, documentary, animation, experimental
Corona Cork Film Festival is one of Ireland's premier cultural events.
The festival has enjoyed a steady growth in scale, in numbers of admissions and
guests, in reputation and in media coverage. The festival has developed an everincreasing
audience of general public, film lovers and filmmakers.
Corona Cork Film Festival is held in high regard on a local, national and international
level. In Cork city and region it is one the most important events in the social and
cultural calendar.
The program is wide-ranging, an eclectic mix of big budget pictures, world cinema,
innovative independent films, documentaries and short films from all over the globe. The
festival is a major showcase for Irish film production.
New York Film Festival
USA | New York | September October
Founded | 1993
Deadline | July
Fees | None
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm comopt. Entries must have been produced during the 15
months before festival and not have been previously screened in NYC
Categories | Features and shorts: drama, documentary, animation, fiction, experimental.
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Festival aims to demonstrate the development of international film art and contemporary
trends in content, form and style
The scope of the festival ranges from high profile to novice, so one experiences an
array of films and individuals driven by independent movie making. The festival
represents a new wave of independent filmmakers and offers a unique opportunity for
members of the film industry as well as delegates and attendees without the
pretentiousness. According to popular Micro Cinema Magazine's editor Dave Sardella,
"For any aspiring musicians, producers or directors the NYIIFVF is the place to have
your projects seen and reviewed by the best of the best. This world renowned festival
can be the launching pad to a successful career."
Cambridge Film Festival
UK | Cambridge | July
Founded | 1977
Deadline | info@cambridgefilmtrust.org.uk
Fee | None
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm
Categories | Features, shorts, feature-length documentary
The Cambridge Film Festival was established in 1977 and ran until 1996, re-launching
in 2001 after a five year break. Over the years it has developed into a high profile event
with a reputation as one of the UK’s most prestigious and well-respected film festivals.
International Panorama of Independent Film and Video
Greece | Patras City | September
Founded | 1999
Deadline | July
Fees | None
Requirements | DVD
Categories | All
Artist, directors, professionals or amateurs are called for to submit their works. New
phenomena, trends, experiences that are challenged, all part of a large, open visual
workshop. The Arts, the industry of entertainment, two powerful forces that come
together or deviate.
Recording in digital means may be easier but the difficulty of putting yourself out there
still remains the same and requires endless creativity. The artists know that their
creations will finally be seen by the audience and fruitful discussions will take place.
This way both the artists and their creations mature.
The International Panorama is the cinematic landscape that ensures polyphony and
pluralism, extroversion, balance and quality, attributes that contribute to the projection of
a truly different, modern identity.
The Time bfi London Film Festival
UK | London | Oct/Nov
Founded | 1957
Fees | None
Requirements | For submission purposes, please submit work on DVD or VHS (visit our
website for full details and to fill in online entry form). For official screening purporses
we can show from 8mm, 16mm, 35mm, 70mm, video and most digital formats. UK
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premieres only
Categories | Features, documentary, experimental work, artists' film and video, shorts,
animation
The Times BFI 51st London Film Festival showcases the best new films from around
the world, here in London.
Originally conceived as a 'festival of festivals', screening a selection of strong titles from
other European festivals, the first London Film Festival screened 15 films from an
impressive array of directors, including Luchino Visconti, Akira Kurosawa and Andrzej
Wajda.
We differ from a lot of other European films festivals in being primarily about bringing
film to the public. We offer opportunities for people to see films that would not otherwise
get a UK screening - some may never be screened again in this country - but also
screen films which will get a release in the autumn or spring.
Most of our screenings are attended by the people involved in making the films, from
actors and directors, to producers and stuntmen! This gives the Festival screenings a
unique and intimate feeling, as the audience ask questions of their favourite star, or
discover a new talent.
Calgary International Film Festival
Canada | Calgary | September/October
Founded | 1998
Deadline | July
Fees | US$20
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, 70mm, Beta SP which have never been publicly
screened in Calgary
Categories | Features, shorts, documentary, animation
CIFF was founded in 1998 and was registered with Alberta Registries as a not-for-profit
organization under the Societies Act, receiving charitable status in 2004. Since its
inaugural event in February 1999, CIFF has experienced a significant increase in
screenings and films from about 40 films within a 6-day festival format to its present
two-weekend, 10-day format with over 300 films. The attendance in the first year was
7,000, which grew to reach 35,000 in 2006. In 2001, CIFF achieved a new level of
success with the signing of its first major sponsorship agreement with AGF Group of
Funds, $50,000 per year commitment. With film directors such as Atom Egoyan and
Deepa Mehta in attendance with their films in 2002, CIFF reached yet another level of
success and legitimacy as an international film festival, attracting well known filmmakers
and film submissions from all over the world. Since then, CIFF's gala events have
become the "scene to be seen" with continual growth in attendance and partnerships.
CIFF is also fortunate to attract highly educated and affluent people that represent the
greater part of the film-going audience whose demographic is also very attractive to
sponsors and supporters alike. Throughout its existence, CIFF has enjoyed success on
many levels including community awareness and visibility, leading edge marketing
campaigns, increased private & public support, dedicated volunteerism, and significant
growth in attendance and box office sales.
Fantasy Worldwide Film Festival
Canada | Toronto | October
Founded | 2005
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Deadline | Early July /Final August
Fees | C$20-$40
Requirements | 35 mm, Beta SP (NTSC), DVD. Films must have been produced no
longer than 2.5 years before festival
Categories | Features, shorts, documentaries, animation
FANTASY WORLDWIDE Film Festival is the only international film festival of its kind
that honors the beauty of fantasy and science fiction as seen on the wide screen. This
several-day fusion of filmmaking, movie watching, media events and parties celebrates
works that fuel the imagination.
Held in Toronto, this showcase of internationally produced fantasy, anime, legend, folk
lore and science-fiction projects targets the second largest per capita movie-going
audience in North America and promotes the collaboration of new ideas and business
opportunities.
The Festival generates an enthusiastic reception from media, audiences and filmmakers
from around the globe, and creates the opportunity for like-minded people to promote,
develop and celebrate empowering stories in fantasy, sci-fi, and anime genre.
FANTASY WORLDWIDE focuses its lens on World Mythology, Fantasy, Mysticism,
Magical Realism, Science Fiction, Legend and Archetype, and brings them all together
under one tent.
Glasgow Film Festival
UK | Glasgow | February
Founded | 2007
Deadline | October
Fees £20 features, £10 shorts
Requirements | Each entry must be accompanied by the A DVD (any region) or VHS
(PAL or NTSC) copy of the film. A fully completed entry form must be filled out per film.
Categories | Any genre and any length of film will be considered
The Glasgow Film Festival will welcome both short and feature length film submissions
for the first time in 2008 making the event open to filmmakers from around the world
who want their films to be seen in Scotland.
Ecocinema International Film Festival
Greece | Athens | October
Founded | 2001
Deadline | September
Fees | None
Requirements | Previewing: DVD PAL or VHS PAL. Screening: 35mm, Beta SP PAL
Categories | Documentary, Fiction, Animation films, features and shorts
ECOCINEMA is an International Film festival, one of the first Environmental Film
festivals to be founded in the Mediterranean and the Balkans. This year, after Zakynthos
(2001, 2002), Rhodes (2003, 2004) and Athens (2005, 2006), the festival moves to
Piraeus, the port of Athens.
International Competitiion presents recent productions from all over the world:
documentary, fiction and animation films, features as well as shorts. Submitted films are
selected by the festival’s organizing committee. Participants pursue prizes awarded by
an international jury committee which comprises of filmmakers, producers, media
professionals and scientific experts.
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Thessaloniki International Film Festival
Greece | Thessaloniki | November
Founded | 1960
Deadline | September
Fees | None
Requirements | Video, 16mm, 35mm. Films must be over 60 minutes and must have
been produced during the 18 months before festival. None of the films should have
been released in Greece
Categories | Competition section for first or second full-length feature films
First held in 1960 as a modest "Week of Greek Cinema", the Thessaloniki International
Film Festival has become, 41 years later, an annual event focused on the discovery and
promotion of new directors from all over the world; a true celebration of film.
For ten days in mid-November, audiences numbering approximately 70,000, as well as
hundreds of Greek and foreign Festival guests, attend screenings of more than 150
films in the city's cinemas.
Newcomers in the competitive section meet veteran filmmakers whose work is
celebrated through retrospectives and special screenings. All films are screened before
the young, vital, cinema-loving Thessaloniki audience, while in the Festival's parallel
events, such as concerts and art exhibitions, cinema is brought together with the other
arts.
Sarasota Film Festival*
Sarasota | Florida | April
Founded | 1998
Deadline | September
Fees | Withoutabox
Requirement | Must register/submit through withoutabox
Categories | The Festival annually holds three juried competitions - Best Narrative
Feature, Best Documentary Feature and the Independent Visions Competition
The Festival also presents Audience Awards for Best Narrative Feature,
Documentary,World Cinema and Short Film, all with cash awards as well.
SFF’s goal is to present unique and quality cinema in a festival atmosphere for the
purpose of educating, stimulating and entertaining audiences.
The Festival will support and encourage the filmmaker by supplying essential
networking opportunities and open dialogue with intelligent, creative and inquisitive
consumers of film. The Festival will attract audiences from local, national and
international markets as well as promote Sarasota, Manatee and surrounding Gulf
Coast Communities as cultural centers which contribute to the financial and cultural
success of our region. Festival events include moderated panels, amazing parties,
private receptions to honor guest filmmakers, nationally-recognized educational
programs and the final weekend's black-tie Filmmakers Tribute Dinner.
International Film Festival of India
India | Panaji, Goa | November
Founded | 1952
Deadline | September
Fees | None
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Requirements | 35mm, Entries must have been completed during the two years before
festival
Categories | Cinema of the World, retrospectives, tributes, focus, Indian Panorama,
mainstream Indian cinema
The first International film festival of India was held in Bombay as early as 1952. At the
third festival in 1965, the first competitive one for India, the Paris based Federation
Internationale des Associations de Producteurs de Films ( FIAPF ) gave official
recognition to the Indian Festival putting it on par with those of Cannes, Berlin, Venice,
Karlovy Vary and Moscow. Since the 9th IFFI in 1983, with the participation of 22 World
Countries, the festival has become a major forum for Third World cinema.
At the 12th IFFI in 1989, the festival was declared non-competitive once again. Again at
the 27th IFFI in 1996, the festival included the competitive section on alternative years
for Asian Women directors only. It was further expanded at the 29th IFFI in 1998, and
included the competitive section for Asian directors. The event takes place annually
between 10 and 20 October every year and the 34th IFFI was held in the year 2003.
However, it was decided to have the festival permanently in Goa from 2004 onwards
and the 35th IFFI was held in Goa between 29 November and 9 December 2004. 36th
IFFI was conducted in Goa between 24 November and 4 December and the competition
section further expanded for Asian/African/Latin American film directors.
Dublin International Film Festival
Ireland | Dublin | February
Founded | 2002-03
Deadline | October
Fee | None
Requirements | 35mm
Categories | Features; documentaries; shorts; animation
The program of the Jameson Dublin International Film Festival spans the world of
cinema, providing Irish audiences with an opportunity to see a wealth of new
international cinema. Some of these films will be released in Ireland, but many others
will not be seen again after their festival screening. This year's festival includes movies
from Taiwan, Finland, The Netherlands, Italy, New Zealand, Bosnia & Herzegovina,
Australia, China, Hungary, Austria and Japan.
Edmonton International Film Festival
Canada | Edmonton | September/October
Founded | 1986
Deadline | Contact Festival | Call opens in November
Fees | $40
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, 70mm, video, DVD | films must have been produced
within 15 months of festival dates.
Categories | Features, Documentaries, Shorts, Kids
This is a festival with a rich history and a loyal following of thousands that continues to
grow with each passing year. Previously branded ‘Local Heroes’, festivities took place
each March. Known as the Edmonton International Film Festival since 2004, and
moved to a new autumn timeslot – when Mother Nature is much kinder – the festival is
now in-line with the existing Canadian film circuit, making accessibility to films (and
filmmakers)a whole lot easier.
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The Edmonton International Film Festival is scheduled to present over 40 feature films –
for all ages, for all tastes. We look for entertaining, beautifully crafted feature films,
documentaries and shorts. Aside from soliciting films, we also want filmmakers to send
us their films. The Edmonton International Film Festival encourages filmmakers to send
us their ‘babies’ – that’s what they really are, flesh and blood, life-sucking, gift-giving,
crying, and laughing newborns.
Bradford International Film Festival
UK | Bradford | March
Founded | 1995
Deadline | November
Fees | None
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm (optical sound), Beta SP (PAL), DVD. Entries to have
been completed during the previous two years. Contact festival for details
Categories | Features, shorts, documentary, experimental
There is a saying among film industry folk that film festivals do well to last more than
five years. Doing so sets them apart from other ventures that quickly rise and just as
quickly disappear. This year the Bradford International Film Festival notches up 13
years – longer than some, not as long as others, but a healthy age for any growing
festival.
Since the festival began, the number of screenings and special guests have increased
year-on-year. In 1995 we were proud to welcome Alan Bennett when he accompanied
the opening night screening of The Madness of King George. Twelve years later he’s
back amongst a line-up of filmmakers and celebrities that includes Ken Loach, Michael
Parkinson, Euan Lloyd, Trudie Styler, David Arnold, Denis Dercourt, Patrick Keiller and
Godfrey Reggio.
And in keeping with our tradition of digging up new and exciting talent we are delighted
to unveil Uncharted States of America, a strand dedicated to emerging talent from the
American independent circuit, while CineFile, our annual trawl through documentaries
about movies and filmmakers, also makes an appearance.
Hyderabad International Film Festival
India | Hyderbad | January
Founded | 2007
Deadline | November
Fees | INR 500/Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, video. Films must have been produced during the last
year
Categories | Features; shorts; documentaries
The festival is aimed at showing the best of Indian and Foreign films to audiences of
Andhra Pradesh. The earlier very successful editions of the festival have been
conducted at Hyderabad. We are proud for having screened over 105 films from all over
the world, with focus on South Africa. There will be interactions with Directors and Open
Forums for Discussions.
Tribeca Film Festival
USA | New York | April/May
Founded | 2002
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Deadline | November
Fees | $40.00
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, DigiBeta. Films must have been produced during the 15
months before festival and cannot have been broadcast (television or the internet) or
distributed commercially in the US prior to the festival.
Categories | Special screenings, international film showcase, independent film
competition (short films and directorial debut feature-length films)
The Tribeca Film Festival was founded by Robert De Niro, Jane Rosenthal and Craig
Hatkoff as a response to the attacks on the World Trade Center. Conceived to foster the
economic and cultural revitalization of Lower Manhattan through an annual celebration
of film, music and culture, the Festival’s mission is to promote New York City as a major
filmmaking center and allow its filmmakers to reach the broadest possible audience. By
upholding a belief in the artistic process as a means to tell the stories of loss and
redemption, fear and prosperity, chaos and revolution with the spirit of independent film
at the helm, the Tribeca Film Festival has succeeded in re-writing the story of Lower
Manhattan. Since the inaugural festival, Lower Manhattan, once covered in rubble and
shrouded in loss, has become a thriving cultural and economic center.
Palm Springs International Film Festival
USA | Palm Springs, CA | January
Founded | 1989-90
Deadline | November
Fees | $50.00
Requirements | 16mm and 35mm (comopt). All entries to have been completed during
the two years prior to the festival
Categories | Feature-length films over 60 minutes in any genre
Palm Springs International Film Festival is a film festival held in Palm Springs in the
U.S. state of California. It was started in 1989 and has been held annually in January.
Michael Barker, co-President of Sony Pictures Classics, said that this film festival is a
good place to show foreign-language movies and heralded this film festival's ability to
spread good word-of-mouth for movies.
Ann Arbor Film Festival
USA | Ann Arbor, MI | March
Founded | 1963
Deadline | November
Fees | $30-40
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, DVD, Beta SP
Categories | Open to all films that show a high regard for film as a creative medium,
independent and experimental films regardless of original format, including,
experimental, documentary, animation, narrative
The Ann Arbor Film Festival was founded in 1963 by University of Michigan professor
George Manupelli. Manupelli originally screened only films in the 16 mm format, and
thus the festival was called the 16 mm Film Festival. The festival gained prominence
quickly, as it was one of the few outlets for experimental filmmakers to screen their
work. The festival began accepting entries in the 35 mm format and moved from Lorch
Hall on the University of Michigan campus to the Michigan Theater, an Ann Arbor
landmark with a seating capacity of 1700. In 1980, after becoming independent from the
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University of Michigan, the festival changed its name to the Ann Arbor Film Festival. In
2003 the festival began accepting entries in digital formats, opening up the festival to
more filmmakers.
The Ann Arbor Film Festival recently received cuts to its state funding for exhibiting films
that some state legislators deemed to be in violation of MCACA funding guidelines. This
came in reaction to an article describing several recent festival entries written by the
free-market oriented Mackinac Center for Public Policy, which is critical of using tax
dollars to fund artistic pursuits, regardless of their content. Because MCACA guidelines
are vague and restrictive, and because artistic compromises would be required to
adhere to them, the AAFF board of directors voted unanimously to not apply for
MCACA funding for at least two years as long as the guidelines are in place.
With support in the midst of this controversy, the AAFF recently received a $10,000
grant from the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts & Sciences (www.oscars.org), to be
used to raise awareness of the arts funding issues. At the 45th festival in March 2007,
special programming addressed government censorship and 1st Amendment issues
that arts organizations often face, and panel discussions addressed the AAFF situation,
as well as the importance of public funding for the arts.
Nashville Film Festival
USA | Nashville | April
Founded | 1969
Deadline | December
Fees | below
Earlybird Deadline: Sept. 14, 2007 40 min. and over..............$50
Regular Deadline Oct. 26, 2007 40 min. and over..............$55
Late Deadline Nov. 16, 2007 40 min. and over...............$60
-$5.00 withoutabox
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, Beta (NTSC), DigiBeta (NTSC)
Categories | Independent features, shorts, documentary, animation, experimental film
and video, works by young filmmakers (18 yrs and under). Focus on music films
Founded as the Sinking Creek Film Celebration and one of the longest-running film
festivals in the country, Nashville Film Festival (NaFF) is hosted by the Regal Green
Hills Stadium 16 in Nashville, Tennessee. Since becoming the Nashville Independent
Film Festival in 1998, and then the Nashville Film Festival in 2003, this annual midTennessee film event attracts enthusiastic film lovers from the region and has been
praised by filmgoers and filmmakers alike for its unique combination of big city film
festival atmosphere and southern hospitality. With over 240 films from 44 countries,
numerous industry panels, music showcases, and great parties every night, the 2007
NaFF drew over 20,000 attendees ( a 26% increase from 2006). With films crossing all
genres from drama, comedy, animation, and family to experimental, foreign,
documentaries and short films, the Festival has something for every filmgoer to enjoy.
Voted as one of "20 film festivals worth the entry fee" by MovieMaker Magazine and
highlighted for "One of the Best Film Festival Prizes" by Film Festival Today, it is one of
the most acclaimed film festivals in the South.
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Tier 3 (November 2012-TBD)
Estimated Festival Fees Tier 3 = $185.00

Pune International Film Festival
India | Pune | January
Founded | 2002
Deadline | November
Fees | None
Requirements | 35mm. Films must have been produced within 2 years to the last date of
entry
Categories | Feature Films
Pune is the fastest growing cosmopolitan in the country today. The presence of FTII
(Film and Television Institute of India) for a very long time has generated an
unparalleled “intellect” Cinema audience base. Pune has a very large influx of foreign
students, professionals, researchers etc. They come from all parts of the world and they
are integral part of the strong society structure of Pune. The education capital of IndiaPune, also draws students from all disciplines across the country and around the World.
The National Film Archive of India is also situated in Pune.
The availability of a world-class movie watching experience through the newly built
Multiplexes has also been responsible for triggering a new passion for cinema
enthusiasts in the city. Also given the multi cultural mix of population with varied
interests, Pune provides for an ideal base for an International Film Festival.
New Directors/New Films
USA | New York | March
Founded | 1972
Deadline | January
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm
Categories | International features and shorts from first-time or overlooked directors
Now in their 36th year of collaboration, the Department of Film, The Museum of Modern
Art, and the Film Society of Lincoln Center present New Directors/New Films 2007, a
festival highlighting the work of emerging filmmakers from around the world. All of the
films at New Directors are celebrating their New York, U.S., or North American
premieres, and many of the screenings are introduced by the filmmakers. New
Directors/New Films takes place from March 21st to April 1st, 2007.
Sydney Underground Film Festival
Australia | Sydney | September
Founded | 2007
Deadline | June
Fees | AUD $40 (features), $30 (shorts), $25 (students)
Requirements | DVD only (Pal or NTSC/any region code)
Categories | Shorts; features; students
The 2007 Sydney Underground Film Festival will take place from Friday 7th September
to Monday 10th September in Sydney’s swanky new event space, The Factory Theatre.
The festival programs a high calibre of independent and experimental films and is
organised by a committed group of filmmakers, who understand the need for a
sustainable and thriving alternative film culture.The Sydney Underground Film Festival
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provides a platform for exhibition, exposure and critical discussion. The organisers are
devoted to renewing local interest in independent and experimental film as part of an
international underground film culture.
Note: The festival is also giving filmmakers, who have been rejected from another film
festival, a $5 (AUD) discount! You just have to include a rejection letter that you have
received from another film festival with your entry. The festival organizers have also
received a few of those in their time and this is a way to put them to good use!
Austin Film Festival
USA | Austin, TX | October
Founded | 1994
Deadline | July
Fees | $40/ Late $50
Requirements | 16mm, 35mm, DV. Entries must be produced during the 16 months
before festival
Categories | Feature-length narratives (75 minutes or longer), shorts (30 minutes or
less), student shorts (30 minutes or less), no documentary
The Austin Film Festival (AFF) is dedicated to furthering the art, craft and business of
writers and filmmakers and recognizing their contributions to film, television and new
media. The AFF champions the work of aspiring and established writers and filmmakers
by providing unique cultural events and services, enhancing public awareness and
participation, and encouraging dynamic and long-lasting community partnerships.
Santa Barbara International Film Festival
USA | Santa Barbara | February
Founded | 1985
Deadline | August - November
Fees | Features $30.00-$50.00
Requirements | NA
Categories | Features, Documentaries, Animation, Shorts
The Santa Barbara International Film Festival is a non-profit organization dedicated to
showcasing independent American and international films; to nurturing aspiring
independent filmmakers and honoring industry luminaries; and to preserving and
sustaining cinema as an art form through educational forums. (from the festival's web
site, 2000) In 1999 a major reorganization of the festival's award categories took place.
The SBIFF line-up includes 20 world premieres and 11 U.S. premieres, with newly
expanded 11-day festival. Opening and closing night festivities take place at Santa
Barbara's historic Arlington Theater.The festival has honored and featured many major
actors and film personalities, including Leonardo DiCaprio and Al Gore
Cinequest
USA | San Jose, CA | March
Founded | 1994
Fees | Oct $40.00/ Nov $ 50.00 | withoutabox
Requirements | 35mm, Beta SP, DigiBeta, HDCam, DV, MiniDV
Categories | Digital, student, original work
The Cinequest Film Festival is a soul-stirring and personable discovery festival of
international films and digital media forums for movie lovers, Maverick film artists and
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film students. The Festival's uniqueness stems from being always ahead of the curve,
whether discovering independent voices in front of and behind the camera, showcasing
new technology, or reinventing the very definition of film festival. It's a celebration of
Maverick movie-making and a laboratory of new ideas, all rolled into one.
Fantasport - Oporto International Film Festival
Portugal | Porto | February/March
Founded | 1981
Deadline | December
Fees | None
Requirements | 35mm except for fantasy shorts accepted in 16mm or PAL Betacam and
music videos in PAL Betacam. Entries must have been produced during the two years
before festival
Categories | Short and Feature Fantasy and Sci-fi films that seek new forms and
methods of film-making and in which the creative powers of the imagination are
employed at a high level; first or second feature films for the New Directors competition
Situated in the west corner of Europe, the World Heritage City of Porto hosts a one of a
kind film festival. Founded 30 years ago by a group of film fans and critics, Fantasporto,
as it is known, started as a haven for sci-fi and fantasy films, a then not too well seen
genre. After a huge success in the first two years, the festival has broaden its horizons
with thrillers and seven years later with a New Directors competition. Although fantasy is
still its trade mark, especially for the Portuguese press, it recognized as the biggest in
Portugal and one of the most important in Europe.
Promo Items Idea stage
Register on WOAB X
*not available online
NA= not available ) production has not started principle photography
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Cast
Alex Nikoladis:
John Nikoladis:
Allison McKinney:
Jerry Gerard:
Thug 2:
Drug Dealer 1:
Lone Greek Man:
Greek Man 1:
Tarpon Local 1:
Tarpon Captain:
Boss:
Fisherman:
Reporter:
Stoned Smoker:

Adrian Mancinelli
Josue Gutierrez
Michele Feren
Gary Domain
Marion W. Starks III
Dino Gallina
Ronald Woodard
Joseph Gallina
Tom Pieczonka
Sakellarios Zagorianos
Brent Foltz
Lawrence Odum
Carolyn Gross
Nick Breau

Production Team
Director

Dino J Gallina

Screenwriter

James Henderson

Producer (s)

Dino J Gallina
Ralph R. Clemente

Executive Producer

James Q Mitchell

Associate Producer

Jessica Hampton
Daniel McNamara

Production Coordinator

Christina Hebert

Editor

Adam Showen

Assistant Editor

Derek Houston
Jessica Hampton

Assistant
Production Coordinator

Jorge J. Ramos

Production Designer

Michael J Martin
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Assistant to the
Production Designer

Jason Hall

Art Director

Ibis Rodriguez

Prop Master

Antonio Martinez

Set Dressing

Megan Hidden

Wardrobe

Caitlyn Snyder

Make-up

Connie Griesheimer
Caitlyn Snyder

Script Supervisor

Derek Houston

1st Assistant Director

Donald Phillips

2nd Assistant Director

Kevin Thomas
Matt Turner

Director of Photography

Stuart Hall

2nd Camera Operator

Steve Burns

1st Assistant Camera

Sam Muniz

2nd Assistant Camera

Levon Merigan
Nelson Mestril
James Mordaunt

Video Assist

James Mordaunt

Gaffer

Joe Olandiese

Best Boy Electric

Brian Macaione
David Zacek

Electric Utility

Artem Keuznetsov
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Key Grip

Elisa Sterpone

Best Boy Grip

William Gonzalez

Swing

Tyler Heflin
Joseph Vitarelli
Jordan Whaley
Neil Bernard
Matt Donegan

2nd Unit Camera Op

Dylan Allen

2nd Unit Assistant Camera

Adam Viademonte

Set Media Manager

Steve Burns

Dailies

Nina Bernardakis
Neil Bernard
Matt Donegan

Production Sound Engineer Remi Lafon
Production Sound Team

Brian Larson
William Craig

Post Production Sound

Henry Nophsker
Adam Woodworth

Set Photographer

Lawrence Odum

Talent PA

Carolyn Gross

PA

Carlos Cestari
Octavius King

Craft Service Supervisor

Octavius King
Sheila Gallina

Legal

Davey Spicciatti Esq.
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